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Sodium vapor, in the density range 10' to S & 10' cm, was excited by a cw dye laser,
tuned 20—150 6Hz from either the Dl or Dq resonance line. We observed a three-peak
scattered spectrum, consisting of the Rayleigh component at the laser frequency, and the
two fluorescence components (direct and sensitized) at the atomic resonance-line frequen-
cies. Corrections to the Rayleigh signals for anisotropy and polarization effects, and to the
fluorescence signals for radiation trapping, were made in order to obtain the ratio of the
sum of the total intensities of the two fluorescence components to that of the Rayleigh com-

ponent. This ratio combined with a measurement of the line-wing absorption coefficient
yields the sodium density and the D-line self-broadening rate coefficients [kb„——4.67)&10
cm s ' (+15%) for the D2 line and kb, ——3.07)&10 cm3s ' (+15%) for the D~ line].
Asymmetry in the self-broadened line wings due to fine-structure recoupling was observed.
The measured intensity ratio of the D hnes, combined with pulsed measurements of the ef-
fective radiative decay rates in the presence of radiation trapping, yields the fine-structure

0
collisional-mixing cross section [tr(3P&~2~3P&&2)=172 A (218%)] at T 300' C. Our re-

sults are compared to other experiments and to theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between excited (3P ) and
ground-state (3S) sodium atoms is an extremely
strong long-range interaction which should be well
characterized by the resonant dipole-dipole interac-
tion. The collisional broadening of the 3S-3I' reso-
nance line and the 3P3~2~3Pi~2 excitation-transfer
process both result from this supposedly well-
characterized interaction, so that accurate calcula-
tions of these cross sections should be possible.
However, two previous measurements' of the
excitation-transfer cross section are subject to sig-
nificant uncertainties and are in considerable
disagreement, while the only resonance-line broaden-
ing measurement barely agrees with theory '

within rather large experimental uncertainties. The
present measurements are directed toward improv-
ing the accuracy of both measurements. Our most
important improvement has been an independent
measurement of the perturber (Na atom) density re-
sponsible for both processes.

Measurements of resonance broadening and depo-
larization are complicated by the high optical depths
necessary to obtain significant broadening. In the
past, high resonance-line optical depths have been
circumvented by observing transitions whose lower
level is the resonance state, by using isotopic mix-
tures, ' '" by observing branching transitions, ' and

by measuring absorption coefficients in the line
~ings. ' ' The present experiment uses a different
method, described below, based on the spectral
separation of Rayleigh and fluorescence light. All
of these methods require knowledge of the vapor
density, and in the experiments involving metal
atoms, large uncertainties are generally introduced if
densities are taken from vapor pressure versus tem-
perature relationships. Thus, as noted above, we
have here independently measured the vapor pres-
sure.

The theory of resonance broadening has advanced
steadily since Holtsmark's' pioneering work, espe-
cially for J=0 to 1 transitions where good
(-5—10%) agreement between the available experi-
mental results and theory has now been obtained in
the impact region. ' Ali and Griem and Car-
rington, Stacey, and Cooper' have extended the cal-

1 1 1

culations to include J=—, to J= —, and J= —, to
J= —, transitions relevant to the alkali-metals, but
without the inclusion of the fine-structure recou-
pling described by Movre and Pichler, ' which has a
major effect in the line wings. The resonance-
broadening measurements carried out in absorption
by Niemax and Pichler on sodium, potassium, rubi-
dium, and cesium yield broadening rate coefficients
kb, that barely agree within 50% uncertainties with
the calculations, although the more recent results of
Niemax, Movre, and Pichler' in rubidium and cesi-
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um are in good agreement with the calculations but
are uncertain by -30%. Lewis et al. obtained kb,
in potassium that differ by -30% from the Car-
rington et al. calculations and are uncertain by the
same amount.

In our measurements of the sodium Di and Dz
resonance-broadening rates, we have circumvented
optical-depth problems by tuning a cw laser (fre-
quency coL ) slightly off resonance and observing the
ratio R(col ) of the collisionally redistributed fluores-
cence at the atomic frequencies col and coz to the
nonredistributed Rayleigh scattered light at the laser
frequency coL . One advantage of this method is that
we were able to accurately measure kb, at very low
densities where the collisional width is smaller than
the natural width; this would be very difficult in an
absorption experiment. But the crucial advantage is
that we can combine measurements of R(coL) with
line-wing absorption measurements to yield both the
resonance-broadening parameter and the vapor den-

sity, thus eliminating the major source of uncertain-

ty in these alkali-metal broadening measurements.
We have also measured the ratio of the sensitized

to direct fluorescence and the resonance-line radia-
tion decay rates in the presence of radiation trap-
ping. From these data we obtain cross sections for
excitation transfer between the 3P3/z and 3Pl/z
fine-structure levels due to collisions with ground-
state sodium atoms. These processes are described
by

II. MODEL

Figure 1 shows the relevant collisional and radia-
tive rates which occur in sodium excited near the D
lines. Rzl and R» are the excitation-transfer rates
between the 3P3/z and 3Pl/z levels due to collisions
with ground-state atoms. I b, l(6l ) and I b, z(hz) are
the total collisional-transfer rates from the "virtual"
level to the 3Pl/z and 3P3/z levels, respectively.
Here 5&=coL, —col and Az=—col —coz. For arbitrary
coL, , I brl(hl) and I b, z(Az) each involve the full set
of states that separate to the 3Pl/z and 3P3/z levels.
[This is in contrast to the case of well-isolated states
where only the 3P3/2 levels would affect I b, 2(h, ).]
These collisional rates are further complicated by
the fact that the virtual level is a coherent superposi-
tion of the ground state and both excited states.
However, for Az «1/~, &&hl, where v; is the dura-
tion of a collision, the term I b, z(hz) reduces to a
constant I b, z=nkb, z, which is the desired impact-
regime self-broadened linewidth [full width at half
maximum (FWHM)] of the D2 line. (I b, q can then
be thought of as the collisional rate of destruction of
optical coherence. ) In this limit, I b, ](4l ) ap-
proaches the inelastic rate R2, . [This has been de-
rived in a dressed-level analysis, where at low fields
the transition rate between the dressed states is
(0 /4hz)Rzl. The term 0 /4hz, where 0 is the
Rabi frequency, corresponds to absorption to the
virtual level in the bare-atom picture (see Ref. 18).]
I b„,(b, , ) can then be ignored at the densities used
here since radiation trapping causes this term to be a
negligible source of 3Pl/z population compared to
the subsequent 3P3/z ~3P]/z excitation transfer that
occurs during the slow decay of the excited-state
population. Similarly, for 5& «1/~, &&Az the term

r„,(hi} reduces to a constant Ib, l—=nkb, &
and

I b, z(hz) tends towards Rlz and can also be ig-
nored. ' The other I"s in Fig. 1 are radiative rates.
It must be noted that while the off-resonant Ray-
leigh scattering at coL is characterized by the natural
radiative rate I ~, the two fluorescence components
decay at the much slower effective rates I

& ff and
I z ff due to radiation trapping at the high optical
depths in our cell.

The simple model indicated by the figure yields
the following expression for R(hz), the sum of the
fluoresence intensities divided by the Rayleigh inten-

sity, for the laser tuned near the Dz line

Doppler « ~2 « /&c « ~1)

3S ]/2
FIG. 1. Collisional and radiative rates for laser excita-

tion near the sodium D lines. See text for explanations of
terms.

IDI+ID, I b, z
R(hz) =-

IRaylelgh
(2)

Equation (2), which is also valid with 2 replaced by
1 for detunings near the Dl line, has been derived'
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more rigorously in the weak-field limit using a rate-
equation approach in "dressed levels. " ' ' When
I tot

=—I ~+I b, &&62 &&1/~„ the absorption coeffi-
cient kv(~2) for hvoopp]er &&~2 && 1/~c &&51 can be
written as

I x+I b.
k„(42)= Kn,

(&p)'
(3)

where J =(&'/8sr)(g'/g)r~ is known. Hereg'and
g are the upper- and lower-state statistical weights
and n is the Na density. Consistent with Eq. (2), the
I ~ part of k„yields Rayleigh scattering at eL,
while the I b, part yields the fluorescence or redistri-
buted components at A&2 and co].

Similarly, an analysis using the rate-equation ap-
proach of Fig. 1 (or a more formally correct
dressed-atom approach) yields the following D] to
Dq fluorescence ratio for excitation near D2..

III. EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the experimenta1
arrangement. The sodium cell is a 5-cm stainless-
steel block dril1ed out to make a cross. Sapphire

At densities above 5&10' cm, I z,fr&1.5X10
s ' as measured in our geometry (see Sec. VII and
Refs. 18 and 22) and rb, 2 & 2.2 X 10 s ' (see Table
I). In this limit Eq. (4) becomes

~2]I ],df

4, rz, .rr(ri, .ii+11i2)

Expression (S) is intuitively obvious since R2i /I'2, rr
is the probability that an atom in the 3P3/2 state un-
dergoes a transfer collision before it can emit a D2
photon that escapes the cell, and I i,rr /( I i,rr+& i2)
is the probability that the collisionally populated
3P]/2 level will decay by radiating a D] photon that
escapes the ceiL From Eq. (4) we obtain for the
laser tuned near the D2 line

I ],dIIIa, /ID,
R2] ——

II2(ri, .rr /rz, .rr) —«4, /4, )

Similarly, we obtain

I 2,.friz, /ID,
R2] ——

EEPi(rz, .rr «i, .rr) -(ID, /4, )

for the laser tuned near D, . In these expressions P;
is defined as p; =(rbE;+r;,rr)/rb, ; and a is de-
fined as a—:E. ]2 /R 2], which equals 1.91 at
T=300'C.
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FIG. 2. Block diagram of experimental setup. Cross
section of the cell is shown; Na is confined to the cross
bored through the stainless-steel block but is excluded
from the two arms containing sapphire rods (indicated by
cross hatching). Stainless-steel block is directly heated
and sits inside an insulating firebrick oven with brass liner
and quartz windows which minimizes cooling of the cell's

sapphire windows. PMT is a photomultiplier in the fig-
ure.

windows were vacuum sealed to the block with met-
al 0 rings. Details of the cell construction may be
found in Refs. 18 and 22. As indicated, two arms of
the hollow cross contain sapphire rods which reduce
the optical depth in the detection direction. The
sodium density is controlled by the temperature of a
sidearm which is typicaBy 30'C below the cell tern-
perature. The sodium density was measured at
—10' cm (using photomultiplier PMT2 in the
figure) by measurement of ko, the Doppler-
broadened line-center absorption coefficient
(ko/n=6. 2X10 ' cm for the B2 line at T=420
K.). At -10' cm ', the density was obtained by
measuring both the wing absorption coefficient k„,
and the ratio of the Auorescence to Rayleigh signal
I b, /I'„. Using Eq. (2) in Eq. (3) it can be seen that
the Na density is given in this case by

n =62k„(hg)/[ErN [1+8 (h2)] J . (7)

[In Sec. IV we will show that Eq. (2) must be modi-
fied as in Eq. (8) and R(hz) above must be replaced
by R,Fa,„i„sh(8,$)/CFii(8, $).] Therefore ri can
be found from the measured quantities hq, k„(52),
and R(62). The two quantities 62k (k2) and R(62)
are independent of h2 in this approximation and
need not be measmed at the same detuning. In fact,
they both vary slowly with hz and the limit of each
as 52~0 is used in Eq. (7). Vapor pressures ob-
tained in this manner were 2—13% above
Nesmeyanov's relationships.
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FIG. 3. Spectrometer scan of Rayleigh, D2, and D&

components. Laser was detuned -31 GHz to the red of
D2. Na density equals 1.51)&10' cm . Note self-

reversal on the D2 fluorescence component due to radia-

tion trapping.

The laser is a single-mode cw dye laser with an
—1-MHz linewidth. The detunings of 20—150 6Hz
were determined by setting the laser frequency on ei-
ther the F=2 component of each resonance line or
on the (F=2)-(F=1) crossover resonance, observed
with a saturated absorption cell (see Ref. 18), and
then "hopping" thick etalon modes by tilting the
laser thin etalon. In this way, we were able to fix
detunings in multiples of 9.95-6Hz steps.

The scattered spectrum was collected at 90' to the
laser beam with a 4-double monochromator and a
photomultiplier with an S-20 cathode response. Fig-
ure 3 shows a typical spectrometer scan; note the
self-reversal apparent on the D2 fluorescence peak
due to radiation trapping at the high optical depths
used.

IV. CORRECTION FACTORS

The intensities appearing in Eq. (2) are the total
intensities, summed over polarization and integrated
over angle. Since we only detect light in a single
direction l9, $ and since both the Rayleigh and
fluorescence light emerge from the cell anisotropi-
cally, the intensities in Eq. (2) must be multiplied by
anisotropy correction factors Fp yl gh and Ffl to
yield the detected fluorescence to Rayleigh ratio.
Radiation trapping is the cause of the fluorescence
anisotropy, while the Rayleigh scattering is polar-
ized and therefore anisotropic near the D2 line but
unpolarized and isotropic near Dl. Additionally,
since the Rayleigh scattered light near D2 that es-
capes the cell is partially polarized and our detection
system is not equally sensitive to both polarizations,
the detected intensities must be corrected for this ef-
fect. This is discussed in Ref. 18 and will not be
discussed further here, except to note that the rnag-
nitude of this correction was &11%%uo, and it intro-
duced minor uncertainty into the final result. The

6.35 mm

large number of trapping events undergone by
fluorescence photons completely depolarizes the
fluorescence signals.

The Rayleigh scattering occurs in the laser-
excited region, whereas the fluorescence comes from
a more extended region due to radiation diffusion.
A portion of the fluorescence is not detected due to
the finite vertical extent of the windows (see Fig. 4)
so we introduce a correction factor C to account for
this. Putting these correction factors into Eq. (2)
yields for the laser tuned near the D2 line

ID2+ID
~meas =

IRayleigh
measured

~1,2 +fli~ Pic
i iy ~Rayleigh~~~fi

(8)

It can be shown that, for 4l and 52 large com-
pared to the Doppler and hyperfine structure
widths, the Rayleigh intensity emitted at an angle 8
to the direction z of the laser E field with polariza-
tion perpendicular to z or with a component parallel
to z is given by

1 1
IRayleigh(6J. s 8) ~ (9a)

~ SAPPHIRE RODS ~
FIG. 4. Cross section of the cell. Laser beam pro-

pagates into the page (in along the z axis). Light is detect-
ed perpendicular to the sapphire-rod surface (in the x
direction) ~ Spectrometer collects light entering a slit
oriented along y. The region between the dashed lines is

observed in the excitation-transfer experiment and in the
line-shape studies. For absolute kb, determinations, the
fluorescence to Rayleigh ratio was measured over the en-

tire y dimension of the sapphire-rod surface.
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1 2
IR&ylp&gh(EIIs8) + sin 8

l 2

cos 8.1 1

1 2

For 8=90', these results reduce to those given by
Tam and Au for that geometry. Our sapphire rod
and window partially scramble polarization, so that
we measure a total Rayleigh intensity

IRayleigh(8) IRayleigh(+i~8) +IRayleigh(~I j~8) given by

2 2+3sin 8
IR yl igh(8) ~

2 +
~2

6sin 8—4
(10)

~~2

We have shown' that Eq. (10) yields
] 3

FR+yleigh = p + 4 Sln 8

Iso I-
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FIG. 5. Signal intensities vs vertical position y (see Fig.
4). H's are D] Auorescence, O's are D2 Auorescence, and

+ 's are Rayleigh scattering. [Na]=1.97&(10' em 3 and
the laser was tuned -41 6Hz to the red of the D2 line.
Position resolution was 1 mm. Beam diameter was 5 mm.
8=56' [see Eq. (10)]. Dashed lines represent extrapola-
tions beyond the sapphire-rod edges.

for coI near m2 and

FRayleigh = 1 (11b)

for coL near a)l. Owing to the orientation of our en-
trance sapphire window, linearly polarized light at
8=56 and 146' was used and the relative intensities
of Rayleigh scattering for 8=56' and 146' were
measured as a function of Al and 52. The measure-
ments agree with Eq. (10) to within the statistical
Ineasurement uncertainty.

The fluorescence anisotropy results from the at-
tenuation of resonance radiation with distance, due
to trapping. Fluorescence photons emitted in a
direction normal to the sapphire-rod face (which are
those that we detect) travel through the minimum
column length of sodium atoms (see Fig. 4) and
therefore have a higher probability of escape. Such
emission is thus enhanced relative to an isotropic
distribution. The escape anisotropy is symmetric for
both rods since the excited-atom distribution is sym-
rnetric about x =L/2, where I. is the rod spacing.
The emission anisotropy out each rod is essentially
the same for all atoms that are more than a few op-
tical depths from the rod surface, and nearly all the
emission comes from such atoms since the excited
atoms are distributed in the x direction in nearly an
infinite-slab fundamental-mode distribution. Thus
we have calculated' the escape anisotropy using
Holstein's probabilities I'(1) of fluorescence
transmission through a distance 1 of vapor, i.e.,
P(l)=(kel) '[m ln(kel)] ' in the density range
where trapping is dominated by Doppler broaden-
ing, and P(1) (m.kp 1 ) ', where

kp
——(~ /2w)n(g~/g)(I @ /I b, ), in the range where

trapping is dominated by impact broadening. The
result for both D lines, averaged over a symmetric
excited-atom distribution between the windows, is
Ffl-—2 for the Doppler case (n &6&10' cm ) and

F~ ——1.5 for the impact case (n y 1&10' cm ).
(See Ref. 22 for experimental verification of the va-

lidity of Holstein's theory at these densities. )

Comparisons made with a detailed computer cal-
culation, which used Voigt line shapes and a more
sophisticated radiation transfer theory and considers
all atoms in the vessel as well as motion of the ab-
sorbers and wall quenching, indicate that these re-
sults should be accurate to within a few percent for
our experiInental conditions.

To obtain the value of the correction factor C, we
have measured the fluorescence and Rayleigh inten-
sities as a function of the y position along the
sapphire-rod surface (see Fig. 4). Signals are expect-
ed to be independent of z due to symmetry in that
direction. Figure 5 is a plot of the intensities of
each of the three spectral components as a function
of y for n =1.97&10' cm . Some D-line fluores-
cence escapes to the cell walls beyond the top and
bottom window edges, and the intensity of this un-

detected light should be added to the detected
fluorescence signals to be consistent with our
infinite-slab approximation in evaluating Ffl. The
extrapolated dashed lines in Fig. 5 are estimates of
this undetected fluorescence. The areas under the
curves within the window region divided by the
aI'cas under thc corrcspoIlding complete curves, 1n-
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TABLE I. Determination of kb, 2 and kb, [.

Density

(cm 3)

1.97x 10"
1.97x 10"
3.25 x 10'
3.08x 10"
1 97X10'
3.08 x 10'

Line

pumped

Dp

D2
Dp

D2

D]
Di

ID +ID

IRayleigh

1.89'
199
0.390'
0.543d

1.26'
0.265'

FRttyleigh

1.02
1.02
1.02
0.735
1.00
1.00

Ff]

1.50
1.50
2.00
2.00
1.50
2.00

0.901
0.901
0.855
0.855
0.901
0.855

I b,
'

(10 s ')

9.00
9.47
1.47
1.47
5.86
9.73

kb, b

(10 ' cm'/s)

4.57
4.81
4.51
4.77
2.97
3.16

'1 b, I' [(Ie——+ID, )/Ia, „~„s][Fa,„~„h/(FsC)] from Eq. (8).

kb, ——I b, /n.
'Fluorescence to Rayleigh ratio obtained by observing over full 12.7-mm y dimension of the sapphire rods.
Fluorescence to Rayleigh ratio obtained by integrating the 1-mm resolution signals plotted as in Fig. 5 over the full y di-

mension of the sapphire rods.

eluding the extrapolations, yield the correction ra-
tios C. These determinations of C, listed in Table I,
were made at the same densities that were used for
the absolute measurements of kb, . At [Na]
=3.08X10' cm we found C=0.855, while at
[Na] =1.97X 10' cm, C=0.90.

An approximate calculation of the expected y dis-
tribution of excited atoms using Holstein's escape
probabilities P(l) can also be used to obtain a lower
bound on the factor C. We have shown' that n, (y)
falls off at least as fast as y which yields
C;„=0.83 when combined with data such as that
in Fig. 5. Since this is a lower bound, we believe our
extrapolations that yielded 0.855 and 0.90, respec-
tively, are better estimates. We estimate that the un-

certainty in C is -8% at the lower density and

1.2—

1.0—

+ O.e—

0.6 ~

04$

0.2—

~r

-V

-60 -50 -40 - 30 -20 -10 0 IO 20 30 40 50 60
RED BLUE

6, (GHz)

FIG. 6. Measured ratio of the total Rayleigh intensity
to the sum of the two fluorescence component intensities
with detection over the full y dimension of the sapphire-
rod surface. Detunings are with respect to the D]- and
D2-line centroids. Different lines represent different data
runs. Solid lines are pumping D2, dashed lines are pump-
ing D~. [Na]=1.97X10' cm . Note 8=56' [see Eq.
(10)].

-5% at the higher density (i.e., half of the magni-
tude of the correction).

V. RESULTS FOR kb,

kb, 2
——4.67X10 cm s

kb, , ] ——3.07X10 cm s

(12a)

(12b)

where the listed uncertainties were obtained as dis-
cussed below.

The uncertainty in FR,„]elzh should be negligible
since the theoretical calculation of Sec. IV is on a

Using the Na densities obtained as described in
Sec. III and Eq. (7), we can use Eq. (8) to yield the
resonance-broadening parameters kb, &

—= I"b,
&
In

and kb, 2=—I b, 2/n. The data reductions are given
in Table I. The intensity ratios marked with a c in
the table came from measurements where we imaged
the full y height of the window (the full 12.7-mm re-

gion in Fig. 4). In these cases, we used several de-

tunings, both positive and negative, and then we in-
terpolated the signals to zero detuning (see Fig. 6).
Those intensity ratios marked by a d were obtained
by measuring all intensities as a function of y, as in
Fig. 5, integrating over y, and then interpolating to
zero detuning. These fluorescence to Rayleigh ratios
are slightly higher than those marked c. We believe
this discrepancy is due to the more accurate correc-
tion of the d-marked intensities for the small
amount of Rayleigh light scattered off walls (note
that the Rayleigh points at +6 mm in Fig. 5 are
anomalously high).

Relative measurements of the intensity ratio as a
function of sodium density show the expected linear
density dependence of I b, (see Ref. 18).

From Table I, we arrive at the following average
values for kb, ~ and kb, 2 (of +15% accuracy):
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sound footing and should be limited only by windo~
and polarizer imperfections. Our approximation of
ignoring hyperfine structure is valid since the laser
detuning is large compared to all hyperfine split-
tings.

For the densities used, we expect Fg to be accu-
rate to -5 ja at the higher density and to —10% at
the lo~er density, where we neglected the log term
in the Holstein-theory Doppler-case escape probabil-
ity. These uncertainties also include a minor sys-
tematic uncertainty associated with the fact that Fg
decreases near the top and bottom of the cell due to
a breakdown of the infinite-slab approximation.
This small systematic error is in the direction of
causing our reported values to be too low.

As mentioned in Sec. IV, we estimate the uncer-
tainty in the factor C is less than 5% at the higher
density and less than 8% at the lower density. %e

estimate the statistical uncertainty of the data at
-5%.

Figure 6 shows measured Rayleigh to fluorescence
ratios as a function of detuning. As can be seen, our
interpolations to zero detuning assume a linear
asymmetry. %e estimate that this linear interpola-
tion for obtaining the impact-regime limit of kb, in-
troduces s maximum uncertainty of a few percent
(see Ref. 18).

%e believe the uncertainty in our knowledge of
the sodium density is approximately 10% (see Ref.
18).

Other sources of error are small or care was taken
to avoid them. Scattered light contributed a few
percent to the Rayleigh signal, but we corrected for
this. The FA calculation ignored the dependence of
the sapphire reflectivity on angle; estimates of this
led to -1% correction. 'The program, "sLAB 3,

"
demonstrates that the destruction of excited atoms

by wall quenching is less than a 2% effect at the
highest density we used, where it is expected to be
most significant. Theoretical and experimental
checks were made to assure that optical-pumping ef-
fects were not important at our laser powers ( —10
m%') and detunings ( g20 6Hz). A calculation of
Na2 concentrations ' ' was carried out and indicates

[Naq] g 10' cm at our highest density. This is
below 1% of the atomic sodium density, and from
the molecular rate coefficients measured by Lam et
al. ' we believe no molecular collision process is of
importance to our results.

Assuming that no correlations among the sys-
tematic errors exist, we combined the above uncer-
tainties in quadrature. Thus we assign an overall
uncertainty of +15% to the average values obtained
in Table I and listed in Eq. (12).

VI. SELF-BROADENED LINE SHAPE

-33
10

B—
RED —IO

CSC BLUE

2—

-34L
IO

CSC- RED-

I/re

5 IO 20 50 IOO 200 500 IOOO

6Hz

FIG. 7. k„/n vs detuning for the sodium D~ and Dq
lines. Solid lines are quasistatic calculations of Movre
and Pichler (Ref. 17). Dashed lines are impact-regime
calculations of Carrington et al. (Ref. 5), where we have

added the contributions of the two fine-structure levels in-

coherently. 0's are present experimental results taken
with detunings to the blue of the respective lines. x's are
results for detunings to the red of the respective lines.
[Na]=1.51X10' cm 3. Arrow indicates the approxi-
mate value of 1/v, for self-broadening of the sodium D
lines.

In the impact regime (hen && 1/v„where v, is the
duration of a collision), but well outside the hyper-
fine structure and Doppler widths, the absorption
coefficient k is given by 2*

g 7l I
k„(impact) = —I'g, (13)

8~ g (~~)'+(I /&)'

where A, is the transition wavelength, and I is the
total width (F%HM) of the line.

In the opposite limit (hco&g1/7, ) or the quasi-
static regime, the absorption coefficient is given

3,34, 35

m' C3n
k„(quasistatic) = ~I ~

8m' g (Q~)~

assuming an interaction of the form hm=Cq/E. .
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Comparing (13) and (14) we may formally define a
I for the quasistatic regime,

4n.
I q,

= C3n .qs (15)

The two regimes are roughly separated by the criti-
cal detuning, 1/~, -u ~ /C3 -30 GHz for the
sodium D lines. ' ' Here v is the mean relative
velocity of atoms in the vapor.

Absorption coefficients in the collision-dominated
limit (I b, &&I N ) calculated by Movre and Pichler'
using a quasistatic approximation and from Eq. (13)
using the Carrington et al. impact-regime I b, 's

(where we have added the contributions from the
two fine-structure levels incoherently) are plotted in
Fig. 7. Also plotted are our measured absorption
coefficients for [Na]=1.51)&10' cm . The asym-
metry between the two wings of each line, beyond
about 50 GHz, which is apparent in both the data
and the Movre and Pichler calculations, is due to
fine-structure recoupling and resultant curvature of
the potential curves originating in the two fine-
structure levels (see Ref. 17). The satellites in these
calculations, at -50 GHz in Fig. 7, are due to extre-
ma in two of the potential curves. We do not ob-
serve these satellites and in fact see a much gentler
onset of asymmetry than the calculations indicate.
However, as expected and noted by Movre and
Pichler, the satellites should be severely washed out
in the lighter alkali-metals such as sodium due to a
breakdown of the quasistatic approximation.

Niemax and Pichler and Niemax, Movre, and
Pichler' have studied quasistatic line shapes for
self-broadened sodium, potassium, rubidium, and
cesium. They observed asymmetries in all cases and
broad satellites on the inner wings of the rubidium
and cesium resonance doublets. Awan and Lewis
observed the same broad satellites in the case of ru-
bidium. Our results for the line shape are in good
agreement with those of Niernax and Pichler for Na.

VII. RESULTS FOR 02)

The excitation-transfer cross sections were ob-
tained from measurements of ID, /ID. In these

measurements, we tuned the cw laser well off reso-
nance to obtain a uniform excitation along the laser
column and to allow spectral resolution of the Ray-
leigh and fluorescence components. The beam di-
ameter and detection height were both chosen to be
5 mm in an attempt to primarily fill and detect the
fundamental excitation mode (see Refs. 18, 22, and
38). We measured the fluorescence ratio at several
sodium densities and took I &,ff and I 2 ff from
time-resolved measurements of decay rates following
pulsed excitation (see Refs. 18 and 22). Table II lists

lPS

4

io4
lO"

I I

2 4
S0D I U M D EN SI T Y {c m ~

)

lP14

FIG. 8. Rq& vs sodium density.

gi2 ——330 A (16b)

The uncertainties come from the discussion which
follows.

Measurements at higher densities than those listed
in Table II were also made, but for R2& & I 2 ff we

get almost complete mixing, and the fluorescence ra-
tio is very insensitive to the values of R2~. Addi-
tionally, the fluorescence ratio is very sensitive to
r, ff /I 2 ff which is least well known in the transi-
tion from the density range where trapping is dom-
inated by Doppler broadening to that dominated by
impact broadening (i.e., 6)& 10' to 1 &(10' crn
see Refs. 18 and 22). Consequently, large uncertain-
ties appear in data taken above 6)& 10' crn

Note that Eqs. (4)—(6) do not contain the angular
factors F;, such as those appearing in the fluores-
cence to Rayleigh ratio used to obtain the
resonance-broadening parameter [Eq. (81]. This is
because the D& and D2 fluorescences, have the same
angular factors as long as kpL &~1 for both lines.

values of R2& determined from Eqs. (6a) and (6b)
and the measured fluorescence ratios. Note that the
factors P; differ from unity by less than -5% at
our lowest densities and by less than 1% at our
higher densities. Figure 8 is a plot of these values of
R2& versus sodium density. These rates are turned
into cross sections by the relationship

oq& =—R2& /(nu ), where U is the mean relative veloci-

ty of the colliding atoms. We thus obtain the aver-

age value for the cross section (of +18% accuracy),

Ogi ——172 A (16a)

and 0 i2 is obtained from detailed balance,
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According to Holstein's theory ' of radiation
trapping, the excited-atom spatial distribution as a
function of time can be expanded in eigenmodes as

062

0 58

n, ( r, t)= pen;( r )e (17)
I

054

The slowest decaying eigenvalue y& is called the
fundamental-mode decay rate I,ff.

In a pulsed experiment, higher modes decay more
rapidly than the fundamental mode, so that a late
time measurement of the decay rate is, in fact, a
measurement of the fundamental-mode decay rate.
However, in a cw experiment such as this, the pres-
ence of higher modes can be a serious source of sys-
tematic error since, in this case, the higher modes do
not decay away. We have attempted to minimize
the effects of higher modes by selecting the spatial
dependence of the beam to correspond, as closely as
possible, to the fundamental mode. We have used a
laser beam diameter of -5 mm (see Fig. 4) in order
to fill -80% of the window gap and thereby max-
imize the overlap of the beam with this
fundamental-mode excited-atom spatial distribution
(see Refs. 28 and 39). We detect fluorescence from
the 5-mm high region between the dashed lines in
Fig. 4.

We can get an idea of the uncertainties in our
cross-section results, Eq. (16), due to contributions
of higher diffusion modes by measuring the change
in the D& to D2 fluorescence ratio as either the beam
diameter or detection region height is changed (see
Fig. 4). We made such measurements at
n =7.14)(10' cm with the laser frequency de-
tuned -31 0Hz to the red of the D2 line. The re-
sults of the measurements are presented in Fig. 9.
As can be seen, the D& to D2 fluorescence ratio
changes by —10% for extreme variations of beam
diameter and detection height (a 10% change in

ID /ID yields about a 20% change in cr2~ at this

density). We conclude that the presence of higher
modes can contribute no more than —10% uncer-
tainty to our cross sections.

The uncertainty in our density measurements is of
the order of 10%, while statistical uncertainty of the
average cross section is & 5% due to the large num-
ber of measurements made at many densities and de-
tunings. Use of Holstein's theory for the ratio of
r, ff to I2 ff introduces an uncertainty of -10%.
The uncertainty in I 2 ff itself is relatively small (on
the order of 5%) due to its derivation from measure-
ments of the slow fluorescence decay rates following
pulsed excitation. From these estimated uncertain-
ties we assign our cross sections given in Eq. (16) an
accuracy of + 18%.

We also measured the excitation-transfer rate R2&

using pulsed N2-laser pumped dye laser excitation of

050—
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the D2 line and time-resolving the Di fluorescence
signal using a fast transient digitizer. " In those
references we show that the fast exponential buildup
rate co+ of the D& fluorescence depends strongly on

R2~ at high densities, so that the measurements of
co+ yield a value of R2&/n =1.67/10 cm'/s with
-20% uncertainty. This translates into a cross sec-
tion o2& ——160 A which is well within the combined
uncertainties of our two measurements. Thus the
pulsed measurement provides an independent confir-
mation of the cw results.

VIII. DISCUSSION
OF RESONANCE BROADENING

Very few measurements of alkali-metal resonance
broadening have been made, particularly in the im-

(b)

I

0 2 4 6 8 10 (2 I4
DETECTION DIAMETER (mm)

FIG. 9. (a) Ratio of the D& to D2 fluorescence as a
function of beam diameter, and {b) ratio of the D& to D2
fluorescence as a function of detected region height in the
vertical dimension (y). In both cases laser was detuned
—31 GHz to the red of the D2 line. [Na]=7.14' 10"
cm '. See Fig. 4 for geometry.
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pact regime. As seen in Sec. VI, the resonance in-
teraction produces a Lorentzian line shape in both
the quasistatic and impact limits, but the multiplica-
tive constant is not necessarily the same in both re-
gimes. A comparison of the Carrington, Stacey, and
Cooper impact-regime calculations and the Movre
and Pichler' quasistatic calculations show that
k„(impact) and k„(quasistatic) differ by —5—40%
in the detuning region where we took data (see Fig.
7). An expansion of the two-level Fourier integral
theory indicates that near boo-1/~, the quasistatic
approximation yields results that are -10% too
high. On the other hand the first-order correction
to the impact-limit result is proportional to hco, and
this correction is included in our linear interpola-
tions to zero detuning (see Fig. 6) so that we are jus-
tified in reporting impact-regime results for kb, .

Niemax and Pichler and Niemax, Movre, and
Pichler' made measurements of the self-broadened
wing absorption coefficients for sodium, potassium,
rubidium, and cesium. From these k„and Eq. (14)
they determined C3 coefficients, which we have con-
verted to kb, coefficients using Eq. (15). Their
values of kb, in sodium are listed in Table III along
with an early measurement by Watanabe, ' a mea-
surement on the D& line by Popov and Ruzov, and
our results. Additionally, we list the theoretical
values of kb, obtained by Carrington, Stacey, and
Cooper along with those obtained from two earlier
calculations. The systematic discrepancy between
our results and those of Niemax and Pichler falls
within their estimated uncertainties but suggests a
systematic effect in their density determination.
Our results are in excellent agreement with the Car-
rington, Stacey, and Cooper and the Ali and Griem
calculations. Our +15% uncertainties are not, how-
ever, small enough to distinguish between the avail-
able theoretical results.

It should be noted that for J=0 to 1 transitions,
the experimental results for kb, of Vaughan, and
Kuhn and Lewis (He), Stacey and Thompson (Ne),
Lagarde and Lennuier (Hg), and Penkin and Sha-
banove (Ca, Sr, and Ba) are all in agreement with
the results of Carrington et al. as well as with those
of other detailed models such as Berm an and
Lamb, Omont and Meunier, ' and Ali and Griem.
Additionally, Happer and Salomon' (Pb) and
Omont and Meunier' (Hg) obtained results for col-
lisional rates of destruction of orientation which are
in agreement with these calculations. Gallagher and
Lewis"' ( Rb perturbed by Rb) obtained results
for collisional rates of destruction of orientation in

1 1 1 3J=—, to —, and J=—, to —, transitions which agree
with the Carrington, Stacey, and Cooper calcula-
tions to within experimental uncertainties of 6%.
However, Hsieh and Baird's results in thallium
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disagreed with the theory by slightly more than the
estimated uncertainties. The measurements of C3
cocfflclcnts in ccslum Rnd rubidium made by
Niemax et al."have uncertainties of -30% and are
in good agreement with the calculations. Finally,
Lewis et al. obtained values for kq, in potassium,
using the resonance state as the lower level, that Rre
-30% above the Carrington, Stacey, and Cooper,
and A1i and Griem calculations but are uncertain by
the same amount. A revie% article by Lewis' con-
tains a summary of much of the work which has
been carried out on the resonance interaction. Table
1 in Ref. 3, and Tables 1 and 2 in Ref. 14 compare
rcsonancc-broadcQlng data taken 1Il thc qUaslstatlc
wings of Rll the alkali-metals. We believe that the
present work is the most definitive confirmation of

I
the most detailed calculations of k~, for J=—, to —,

1 3
Rnd J=

2 to ~ transitions.

PinRBy, we note that our result for the ratio
kg, 2 /kg, i, which is independent of radiation-
trapplng corrections such Rs Fg and thc density
determination, is 1.52 (+10%). This is also in good
agreement with the calculations, as wdl as with the
I cwis 8t QI. mcasurcmcnts ln potassluID Rnd thc
Niemax et aI. ' messurements in cesium and rubidi-
UID.

%'e are aware of two previous measurements of
the excitation-transfer cross section o21. The first
was by Seiwert' who obtained o2i ——100 A. His
measurements mere made at high optical depth and
Used 8 resonance lamp Rs thc excitation source. Thc
data reduction required detailed calculations of the
source intensity and spectral profile as functions of
depth into the vapor, and similar calculations for
thc cscaplng Auorcsccncc. It ls remarkable that
Sciwert's results agree as well as they do with later
results considering thc difficulty of these calcula-
tions and the sensitivity to the lamp profile, The
second measurement of o2& was by Pitre Rnd

Krause, who obtained cr2~ ——283 A . Their experi-
ment %'Rs done under optically thlI1 conditions,
which 8volds radlatlon-tlapping probleIDs. In this
limit the Auorescence ratio reduces to
ID /Ig) 821/I ~. SinCC I ~ 1S wCll known', this ls,

in principle, a simple, accurate method for deter-
mining the excitation-transfer cross section. Thc
major source of uncertainty in Pitre and Krause's
work, howcvcl, has to be thc determination of densi-

ty from a vapor-pressure curve. Densities obtained
lti this way can bc very inaccurate dcpcndlfig on
temperature homogeneity and accuracy, surface con-
tamination by background gas, reactions with win-

do% material, and the accuracy of the vapor-
pressure rdation itself in the relevant density region.
A low optical-depth measurement also suffers from
very %'eak scnsltlzcd AUorcsccncc signals (on thc ol-
der of 10 of the direct Auorescence signals) which
increases statistica1 uncertainties and requires accu-
rate calibration of the detection system (including
neutral density filters) over a large range. FinaHy,
when the B2 line is being pumped, as in Pitre and
Krausc's experiment, the use of an anisotropic and
polarized excitation source leads to partially polar-
ized and therefore anisotropic D2 Auorescence at
low optical depths, but to unpolarized Rnd lsotloplc
Di Auorescence. This problem was mentioned by
Pltrc Rnd Krause but %'Rs Qot qUantitatlvely taken
into account. ThUS, dcspltc their claim of 10% ac-
curacy, we believe the actual uncertainty was much
greater.

Calculations of the excitation-transfer cross sec-
tions for alkali-metals colliding with identical atoms
are generally in poor agrccmcnt with the experimen-
tal results. In the case of sodium, Dashevskaya,
Voronin, and Nikitin" obtained the value of

0

aqua
——161 A from 8 calculation based on an assump-

tion of an atomic interaction with a dipole-dipole
long-range character. This is not too far from our
experimental result of 172 A, but their results for
the other alkali-metals often disagree with experi-
ment by more than an order of magnitude. Vdovin,
Galitskii, and Dobrodeev obtained 021 ——131 A for
sodium in 8 calculation that neglected exchange ef-
fects. It is expected that better agreement between
theory and experiment will be obtained when the
more accurate molecular potential curves of Movre
and Pichler' are employed in these calculations.

These theoretical and experimental results are
presented in Table IV. A review article by Krause '

tabulates results for fine-structure level changing
collisions for all the alkali-metals interacting with
atoms of the same and other species.

X. CONCLUSIONS

%C have made accurate measurements of the
sodium Bi - and B2-linc resonance-broadening
parameters. These measureIDents have confirmed„
within experimental uncertainties of +15%, the ac-
curacy of the more complete resonance-broadening

3
calculations for J=—, to ~ and J= —, to —, transi-
tions (see Table III). The resonance-broadening
IDcasul cmcnts %'c made Rrc significant for scvcl 81
reasons. (1) They confirm, within 15%, the present
impact theories of resonance broadening, even
though these theories do Qot consider the fine-
structure recoupllng. (2) Conftfmation of the
resonance-broadening calculations for sodium offers
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TABLE IV. Experimental and theoretical cross sections for excitation transfer in Na-Na collisions.

Authors

02)(Na(3S)+ Na(3P3g2)

~Na(3S)+ Na(3P tn ) )

{A )

o ~2(Na(3S)+ Na(3P&&2)

~Na(3S)+ Na(3P3/2) )

(A')
Temperature

(K)

This work

Pitre and Krause'

Seiwertb

172 (+18%)
283

100

Experiment

330 (+18%)
532

170

Dashevskaya et al. '
Vdovin et al. d

"'Reference 2.
'Reference 1.

101

131

Theory

'Reference 49.
dReference 50.

researchers a fairly accurate method of determining
the sodium vapor density simply by measuring the
wing absorption coefficient. The same procedure
can probably be safely extended to the other alkali-
metals as well. (3) These broadening parameters can
be used with confidence to within +15% by anyone
working at high optical depth who uses Holstein's
theory to calculate radiation-trapping effects in their
experiment.

%e have studied the collisional part of the D&-

and Dz-line absorption coefficients as a function of
detuning. The line shapes which we obtained for the
resonance doublet, in the detuning range 20—150
GHz, show approximately Lorentzian outer wings
(blue for D2, red for Di) but inner wings that fall
below the outer wings for detunings greater than
-50 GHz (see Fig. 7). This behavior was theoreti-
cally predicted by Movre and Pichler' whose calcu-
lations yield a satellite at -50 GHz on the inner
wing followed by asymmetry beyond the satellite
(see Fig. 7). Our results for the line shape are con-
sistent with this theory and with the measurements

of Niemax and Pichler.
Finally, we have made measurements of the effec-

tive radiative decay rates of the resonance lines in
the presence of radiation trapping, as a function of
density, using pulsed excitation and time-resolved
detection of fluorescence. The measured values of
the l,ff's were then used in connection with cw mea-
surements of the D& to D2 fluorescence ratio, when
either line was excited, to obtain improved values
for the 383~2-3P i ~2 excitation-transfer cross sections
[Eqs. (16a) and (161)].
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